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SFC consultation on changes to the fund manager code in 
relation to climate-related risks  
Jeremy Lam and Karlie Leung  
 
On 29 October 2020, Hong Kong’s Securities and Futures Commission (SFC) published its Consultation Paper on the 
Management and Disclosure of Climate-related Risks by Fund Managers (Consultation) which proposes new 

mandatory requirements for Hong Kong fund managers of collective investment schemes around climate-related risks. 
The Consultation is a continuation of the SFC’s efforts to create a regulatory framework for the asset management 
industry to address climate change which has increasingly become a source of extreme risk for businesses and to 
combat greenwashing. 
 
The proposed new requirements cover four areas, namely governance, investment management, risk management 
and disclosure. Subject to the Consultation conclusions, amendments will be made to the Fund Manager Code of 
Conduct (FMCC) and further specific baseline requirements for each of these aspects will be set out in a circular to be 
issued by the SFC (Circular). The SFC’s proposal includes imposing “enhanced standards” for “Large Fund Managers” 

(i.e. fund managers with total asset under management of HK$4 billion or above) in areas of risk management and 
disclosure.  
 
This article provides a snapshot of the key proposed requirements, how they may apply to fund managers and the 
implementation timeline.  
 
Governance  

 
Corporate governance plays a pivotal role in ensuring effective management of climate-related risks in undertaking 
fund management activities. The SFC proposes to require a fund manager’s board of directors to oversee the 
incorporation of climate-related considerations into investment and risk management processes. Management is also 
required to develop action plans, establish internal controls and procedures, and devote sufficient resources (e.g. 
providing staff training and obtaining climate-related data from external sources) in managing climate-related risks. 
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There is no proposed new provisions or amendment to the FMCC for this aspect and the existing provisions on 
organisation and resources, responsibilities of senior management and compliance (i.e. paragraphs 1.2(a)-(d), 1.6 and 
1.8 of the FMCC) will extend to the management of climate-related risks. Details of the baseline corporate governance 
framework required of fund managers will be set out in the Circular.  
 
Investment management  
 

A new provision is being proposed in the FMCC requiring fund managers to ensure that climate-related risks are taken 
into account in their investment management process for funds. This would require a fund manager to identify the 
relevant and material climate-related risks for each investment strategy and fund it manages, factor the material risks 
into the portfolio construction process, and assess the impact of such risks on the performance of the underlying 
investments.  
 
For certain investment strategies (e.g. forex or futures funds or where the underlying investments are for day trading), 
a fund manager may take the view that climate-related risks are irrelevant to the investment and risk management 
processes of such strategies. In this case, the fund manager should ensure that such assessment is justifiable and 
maintain appropriate records of the assessment process. 
 
Where certain risks are identified as relevant but not material, fund managers are only subject to the provisions on 
governance and are required to re-evaluate the relevance and materiality periodically. The relevant requirements for 
investment management and risk management will apply as and when such risks are re-evaluated as being material.  
 
Risk management  

 
Amendments are proposed to the existing FMCC provision (paragraph 3.11.1) on risk management at the fund level 
and Appendix 2 of the FMCC (the SFC’s suggested risk management control techniques and procedures for funds) to 
cover climate-related risks. Fund managers will be required to implement adequate risk management procedures to 
identify, measure, manage and monitor material climate-related risks. The Circular will also further require fund 
managers to apply appropriate tools and metrics to assess and quantify climate-related risks. 
 
Where climate-related risks are assessed as being material, enhanced standards are proposed for Large Fund 
Managers, including the requirement to take reasonable steps to acquire or estimate the weighted average carbon 
intensity (WACI) of greenhouse gas emissions of both Scope 1 (i.e. all direct emissions) and Scope 2 (i.e. indirect 
emissions from the consumption of purchased electricity, heat or steam) (GHG emissions) associated with the funds’ 

underlying investments.  
 
Disclosure (applicable to ROOF only)  

 
A new provision is being proposed in the FMCC requiring a fund manager that is responsible for the overall operation 
of a fund (ROOF) to make adequate disclosures to fund investors covering its governance arrangements for the 

oversight of climate-related risks and how climate-related risks are taken into account during its investment and risk 
management processes, including the tools and metrics used to identify, assess, manage and monitor the risks. The 
Circular will provide further details on the items to be disclosed to fund investors at both the entity and fund level.  
 
Again, additional disclosure requirements at both the entity and fund level are proposed for Large Fund Managers that 
are ROOF, including disclosure of the engagement policy at the entity level on climate-related risks and where climate-
related risks are assessed as being material for the relevant fund, disclosure of the WACI for GHG emissions in respect 
of the relevant fund’s underlying investments where such data is available or may be estimated by reasonable efforts. 
 
It is worth noting that where climate-related risks are assessed as being irrelevant to a certain strategy or fund, fund 
managers will be required to list out the type(s) of investment strategies or funds for which such assessment is made. 
 
The SFC has indicated that the required disclosures may be made via various channels such as website, newsletters 
and reports to investors. Fund managers are expected to review and update the disclosures at least annually and 
inform fund investors of any material changes as soon as practicable. Global fund managers operating in Hong Kong 
may make reference to group-wide policies provided that the SFC’s disclosure requirements are fulfilled and an 
explanation on how such group-wide policies are adopted locally is disclosed.  
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Fund managers of discretionary management accounts (DMA)  

 
The above proposed requirements in the FMCC and the Circular will not be mandatory for DMA fund managers at this 
stage. However, if a client has requested that climate-related risks be taken into consideration in the investment 
mandate, the fund manager should ensure that it acts accordingly. 
 
Implementation timeline 
 

The Consultation will run until 15 January 2021. The proposed transition periods for Large Fund Managers to comply 
with the applicable baseline requirements and the enhanced standards are nine months and 12 months respectively 
following the Consultation conclusions. Non-Large Fund Managers will have a 12-month transition period to comply 
with the applicable baseline requirements. The above proposed requirements and transition periods will be subject to 
the outcome of the Consultation conclusions.  
 
 

Proposed licensing regime for virtual asset services 
providers 

Scott Carnachan and Isabella Wong  
 
Hong Kong’s Financial Services and Treasury Bureau (FSTB) issued a public consultation paper on 3 November 2020 
(Consultation) proposing the introduction of a licensing regime for virtual asset services providers (VASPs), as well 

as other changes to Hong Kong’s anti-money laundering regime. The Consultation proposes the VASP licensing regime 
will be set out in the Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorist Financing Ordinance (AMLO) and will be 
administered by the Securities and Futures Commission (SFC). As part of the licensing regime, the SFC will be 

empowered to impose conduct requirements on, and exercise supervisory and disciplinary powers in respect of, 
licensed VASPs. 
 
The FSTB proposals will have a significant impact on VASPs that have operations in Hong Kong and VASPs who are 
based outside Hong Kong but who market their services to the public in Hong Kong. 
 
Current regulatory environment 
 
The offering and trading of virtual assets in Hong Kong does not currently fall within the licensing regime under the 
Securities and Futures Ordinance (SFO), unless the virtual assets fall within the definition of either “securities” or 

“futures contract”. Since 6 November 2019, the SFC has adopted an opt-in regime under which virtual asset trading 
platform (VATP) operators may elect to be regulated by the SFC if they permit the trading of at least one securities 

token on their platform. The opt-in regime allows VATP operators to voluntarily submit to the SFC’s jurisdiction. In doing 
so, they will be subject to specific licensing terms that enable the SFC to regulate the entire platform operations 
(including investor qualification, product disclosure and trading and custody arrangements) of the VATP operator. 
However, as it is voluntary, VATP operators can avoid SFC oversight by limiting the types of tokens traded on their 
platform. For further detail of the SFC’s opt-in regulatory regime for VATP operators, please refer to our article of 19 
November 2019. 
 
Proposed licensing regime for VASPs 

 
The Consultation sets out the proposed framework for the VASP licensing regime. The detailed requirements will be 
set out in the AMLO and will be subject to a separate consultation at a later stage. The SFC will be responsible for 
licensing and regulating VASPs.  
 
What constitutes virtual assets for the purposes of the VASP licensing regime? 
 
Virtual assets will be defined as “a digital representation of value that is expressed as a unit of account or a store of 
economic value; functions (or is intended to function) as a medium of exchange accepted by the public as payment for 
goods or services or for the discharge of a debt, or for investment purposes; and can be transferred, stored or traded 
electronically”. The Consultation makes it clear that stablecoins will be virtual assets for this purpose. 
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The following will not be virtual assets: 
 

 digital representations of fiat currencies (including digital currencies issued by central banks); 

 

 financial assets regulated under the SFO (e.g. securities and authorized structured products); 
 

 closed-loop, limited purpose items that are non-transferable, non-exchangeable and non-fungible (e.g. air miles, 
credit card rewards, gift cards, customer loyalty programmes, gaming coins). 

 
Who will need a licence? 
 
The Consultation proposes that anyone engaged in a “regulated VA activity” will need to be licensed. Initially, “regulated 
VA activity” will be limited to the business of operating a “VA exchange”. The definition of “regulated VA activity” may 
be expanded in future to cover other activities, such as virtual asset payment systems and virtual asset custodian 
services, as the market develops in Hong Kong. 
 
A “VA exchange” is any trading platform which is operated for the purpose of allowing an offer or invitation to be made 
to buy or sell any virtual asset in exchange for any money or any virtual asset (whether of the same or different type), 
and which comes into custody, control, power or possession of, or over, any money or any virtual asset at any point 
during its course of business.  
 
Given the limitation of “regulated VA activity” to the business of operating a “VA exchange”, the following activities will 
not give rise to a licence obligation: 
 

 providing a peer-to-peer trading platform (i.e. a platform that only provides a forum where buyers and sellers of 
virtual assets can post their bids and offers, with or without automatic matching mechanisms, for the parties 
themselves to trade at an outside venue), to the extent that the actual transaction is conducted outside the 
platform and the platform is not involved in the underlying transaction by coming into possession of any money 
or any virtual asset at any point in time; 
 

 providing virtual asset payment systems as a standalone business; 
 

 providing virtual asset custodian services as a standalone business. 
 
VASPs that are regulated by the SFC under its opt in regime will not need to be separately licensed under the AMLO. 
 
Prohibition on marketing of overseas VA exchanges to Hong Kong public 
 
Similar to the securities licensing regime under the SFO, the Consultation proposes to prohibit any person from actively 
marketing, whether in Hong Kong or elsewhere, to the public of Hong Kong a regulated VA activity or a similar activity 
elsewhere (i.e. services associated with a VA exchange), unless the person is properly licensed and regulated by the 
SFC for the purpose of conducting the regulated VA activity. 
 
Minimum eligibility requirements 
 
An applicant will need to be a Hong Kong incorporated company with a permanent place of business in Hong Kong. 
That reflects SFC practice for licence applications under the SFO (although in principle a non-Hong Kong company 
can apply for a licence under the SFO). The SFO also contains provisions that permit the SFC to approve an overseas 
exchange to provide automated trading services (type 7 regulated activity) in Hong Kong. There is no equivalent 
provision proposed in the Consultation in relation to overseas VA exchanges. 
 
An applicant will need to satisfy a fit and proper test, which is expected to be similar to the test the SFC applies to 
applicants for a licence under the SFO. 
 
An applicant will need to have at least two responsible officers, and all executive directors of the applicant will need to 
be appointed as responsible officers. 
 
Once a VASP licence is granted, it will remain valid until it is revoked by the SFC.  
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Proposed conduct requirements 
 
The SFC will be empowered to impose (and vary) licensing conditions on licensed VASPs and to impose conduct 
requirements for licensed VASPs. These conditions and requirements are expected to be similar to the Licensing 
Conditions and Terms and Conditions for VATP operators issued by the SFC in respect of its opt-in regime, to ensure 
a level playing field between the two licensing regimes. They include requirements relating to: 
 

 limitation of services to professional investors (as defined in the SFO); 

 financial resources; 

 knowledge and experience; 

 soundness of business; 

 risk management; 

 segregation and management of client assets; 

 virtual asset listing and trading policies, including product due diligence; 

 financial reporting and disclosure; 

 prevention of market manipulative and abusive activities; and 

 prevention of conflicts of interests. 
 
The details of the proposed conditions and conduct requirements will be the subject of a separate SFC consultation at 
a later stage. 
 
Transitional provisions 
 
Existing operators of VA exchanges will be permitted to continue operating in Hong Kong without a licence for up to 
180 days after commencement of the VASP licensing regime. After such period, it will be a criminal offence to operate 
a VA exchange without a licence.  
 
Given the limited transition period, it will be important that operators of VA exchanges who wish to continue to offer 
their services in Hong Kong submit an application for a licence as soon as practicable following the commencement of 
the VASP licensing regime. 
 
What should existing VASPs be thinking about? 
 
It is now a question of when, rather than if, VASPs will need to be licensed in Hong Kong. Existing VASPs should 
consider whether their activities will give rise to a licence obligation under the VASP licensing regime. If yes, VASPs 
will need to consider how they would need to change their current operations in order to comply. Changes may include 
the need to incorporate a Hong Kong company to operate the VA exchange in Hong Kong and, for VASPs that currently 
market to retail investors in Hong Kong, restricting their services to professional investors only. VASPs should also 
consider whether they would prefer to apply now to the SFC to be licensed under the existing opt-in regime instead. 
 
What happens next? 

 
The Consultation is open for comment until 31 January 2021. 
 
Assuming the FSTB decides to proceed with the proposals after considering the feedback on the Consultation, it will 
be followed by further consultations on the specific amendments to the AMLO and on the SFC’s proposed licence 
conditions and conduct requirements for VASP licensees. The FSTB has indicated it aims to introduce a bill amending 
the AMLO into the Legislative Council in 2021. Accordingly, it would be prudent for operators of VA exchanges to 
assume that the new licensing regime will come into operation during the course of 2022. 
 
 

New opportunities for type 1 intermediaries to act for Hong 
Kong OFCs 

Fiona Fong and Sarah Lau  
 
Private open-ended fund companies (OFCs) can now appoint intermediaries licensed or registered for type 1 (dealing 
in securities) regulated activities by the Securities and Futures Commission (SFC) to act as custodians (T1 
Intermediary Custodian), aligning custody and prime brokerage arrangements with major overseas fund jurisdictions.  

 

https://www.sfc.hk/-/media/EN/files/ER/PDF/20191106-Position-Paper-and-Appendix-1-to-Position-Paper-Eng.pdf
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Under the current requirements, a T1 Intermediary Custodian must: 
 

 not be subject to the restriction that it cannot hold client assets; 

 

 for a licensed corporation, maintain at all times paid-up share capital of not less than HK$10 million and liquid 
capital of not less than HK$3 million; 

 

 have at least one responsible officer or executive officer responsible for the overall management and supervision 
of its custodial function; and 

 

 be independent of the investment manager. 
 
In addition, the private OFC must be a client of the intermediary in respect of its business in type 1 regulated activity. 
 
Overseas prime brokers which are subject to equivalent regulations as type 1 intermediaries in their home jurisdictions 
may also act as custodians for private OFCs. In the SFC’s Consultation Conclusions on Proposed Enhancements to 
the Open-ended Fund Companies Regime published on 2 December 2020, the SFC indicated that an overseas entity 
may be eligible if it is either (i) authorised to act as a trustee or custodian of a scheme in overseas jurisdictions and 
prudentially regulated and supervised by an overseas supervisory authority acceptable by the SFC or (ii) is a banking 
institution incorporated outside of Hong Kong subject to prudential regulation and supervision on an ongoing basis. 
 
Multiple custodians are permitted, as is delegation to one or more sub-custodians.  
 
Intermediaries intending to expand their services to cater for private OFC clients should take the opportunity to update 
their internal custodian agreements to ensure that the terms and conditions of which meet the stipulated requirements 
and rules governing custodians under the Securities and Futures Ordinance, the SFC’s OFC Code and the Securities 
and Futures (Open-ended Fund Companies) Rules.  
 
 

Shanghai Stock Exchange and Shenzhen Stock Exchange 
added to the MPFA approved list 

Pauline Woo  
 
Hong Kong’s Mandatory Provident Fund Schemes Authority (MPFA) revised the Guidelines on Approved Exchanges 

(Guidelines III.4) with effect from 13 November 2020, adding Shanghai Stock Exchange, Shenzhen Stock Exchange, 
Indonesia Stock Exchange and Warsaw Stock Exchange (Additional Exchanges) to the list of approved stock 
exchanges for the purpose of the Mandatory Provident Fund Schemes (General) Regulation (Regulation). 

 
This change will increase the ability of an MPF constituent fund or an approved pooled investment fund (MPF Funds) 

which is a direct investment fund to invest in permissible investments (e.g. debt securities, equities and other securities 
that are approved or are of a kind approved by the MPFA, convertible debt securities, warrants, and financial option 
contracts) listed, traded or to be listed on the Additional Exchanges. 
 
For example, under the Regulation, an MPF Fund may invest all or substantially all of its assets in fully paid-up shares 
listed on an approved stock exchange whereas the aggregate amount of investments in fully paid-up shares listed on 
non-approved stock exchanges (together with investments in securities that are approved, or are of a kind approved 
by the MPFA, other than shares listed on an approved stock exchange and authorized unit trusts or mutual funds 
approved by the MPFA) may not exceed 10% in total of the funds of an MPF fund.  
 
The inclusion of the Additional Exchanges in the list of approved stock exchanges, will increase MPF Fund managers’ 
flexibility in a number of respects in constituting the investment portfolios of MPF Funds.  
 
However, before making use of the increased flexibility, managers should ensure that investments in the Additional 
Exchanges are consistent with the relevant MPF Fund’s investment objectives and policies, and where appropriate or 
necessary, subject to regulatory approval, amend the relevant MPF Fund’s investment objectives and policies to align 
with the revised investment policies. Managers should also assess whether the offering document of an MPF Fund 
contains sufficient disclosures regarding the investment, market and taxation risks associated with investments in the 
Additional Exchanges.  
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The MPFA also issued a circular on 13 November 2020 to remind MPF trustees of their duties with respect to the 
management of risks of MPF constituent funds. Trustees should ensure that the funds of MPF schemes are invested 
in different investments so as to minimize the risk of losses, having regard to factors such as size, sectoral diversity, 
stage of development of the economies of the relevant markets, and market size and volatility of those markets. In 
addition, trustees should ensure that managers have appropriate systems in place to manage risks, and should 
regularly review liquidity risks and liaise with managers to ensure there is sufficient liquidity for meeting redemption 
requests. 
 
 

Closer to a new path to compliance with the SFC’s 
requirements for electronic record keeping 

Rory Gallaher  
 
Hong Kong’s Securities and Futures Commission (SFC) issued a circular last year (the Circular) in recognition of the 

increasing use of electronic data storage (cloud storage) for record keeping purposes. The Circular was intended to 
provide licensed corporations with greater flexibility in keeping regulatory records with electronic data service providers 
(EDSPs), as well as to clarify their general obligations in relation to electronic data. 

 
Record keeping premises must be approved by the SFC, and in the past the SFC practice has been to approve only 
premises in Hong Kong due to limitations on the SFC’s jurisdiction and powers of enforcement. The Circular was 
intended to provide a pathway for the approval of premises of EDSPs for cloud storage of intermediaries’ records. 
 
The Circular gave rise to a number of issues, in particular the requirements to secure the cooperation of overseas third 
party electronic data service providers, which resulted in intensive discussions with various interested industry 
associations to develop practical solutions. 
 
You can access our previous publications regarding the Circular here: 
 
Use of external electronic data storage by SFC licensed corporations (19 November 2019) 
 
Compliance reminder about SFC requirements on use of external electronic data storage (22 April 2020) 
 
Treatment of cloud computing in IOSCO’s consultation on outsourcing (21 July 2020) 

 
In his opening remarks at the SFC Compliance Forum on 30 October 2020, the SFC’s CEO Ashley Alder announced 
that the SFC will adopt the industry’s suggestion that a firm’s Managers-In-Charge be designated to bear primary 
responsibility for ensuring compliance in this area, in line with the SFC’s broader objective to reinforce the accountability 
of senior management. The SFC will soon publish a set of frequently asked questions (FAQs) to explain in more detail 

how this will work. 
 
It is very encouraging that the SFC is giving favourable consideration to the industry’s proposals and we will provide 
further analysis once the FAQs have been published. 
 
 

Mainland China briefing: China stock exchanges issue 
implementation rules for trading by QFIs  
Taylor Hui and Faye Meng  
 
Following the issuance of new rules governing the Qualified Foreign Investors (QFI) regime in September 2020 (New 
QFI Rules, for more information, you may refer to our earlier article here), China equities and futures trading exchanges 
(including the Shanghai Stock Exchange (SSE), the Shenzhen Stock Exchange (SZSE), the National Equities 
Exchange and Quotations (NEEQ) and the China Financial Futures Exchange (CFFEX)) issued new implementation 

rules for QFIs at the end of October. These implementation rules took effect on 1 November 2020, the same day the 
New QFI Rules came into effect. 
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We set out below the key points of the implementation rules. 
 
1. SSE and SZSE  

 
On 30 October 2020, SSE and SZSE issued revised implementation rules for securities trading by QFIs. Key revisions 
of the new implementation rules include the following: 
 
1. the investment scope for QFIs has been expanded to align with the New QFI Rules; 

 

2. the information reporting requirements have been revised to reduce the burden of market entities; 

 

3. the initial notification threshold of shareholding by foreign investors has been adjusted from 26% to 24% (i.e. 
when the percentage of A-shares of a single listed company held by all foreign investors collectively reaches 
24%, SSE/SZSE will announce the total number and percentage of shares of the company held by all foreign 
investors); 

 

4. matters related to holding and closing positions are enhanced; 

 

5. rules for non-trade transfers are improved to align with the New QFI Rules. 
 
The investment restrictions for foreign investors have been maintained. The shareholding of a single QFI or any other 
foreign investor must not exceed 10% of the total number of shares of an exchange-listed company. The aggregate 
shareholding of all QFIs and other foreign investors must not exceed 30% of the total number of shares of an exchange-
listed company.  
 
2. NEEQ 

 
NEEQ, normally known as the new third board, is the third national equities trading exchange after SSE and SZSE. 
NEEQ was launched in 2013 and designed for innovative, start-up, and high-growth micro, small and medium-sized 
enterprises.  
 
Shares and other types of securities transferred on NEEQ are newly included in the investment universe for QFIs under 
the New QFI Rules. On 30 October 2020, NEEQ issued implementation rules for trading by QFIs on NEEQ and also 
guidance for information reporting by QFIs. The NEEQ implementation rules clarify the trading, clearing and settlement 
arrangements, and general regulatory requirements for QFIs trading on NEEQ.  
 
Similar to the SSE/SZSE implementation rules, the NEEQ implementation rules stipulate the investment scope for 
QFIs, specify the market access (QFIs can only trade shares on NEEQ through securities brokers registered with NEEQ 
Co., Ltd.), and set out the day-to-day regulatory requirements (including the requirements on information 
reporting/disclosure and shareholding restrictions).  
 
It is also worth noting that the investment restrictions for foreign investors as mentioned above apply to NEEQ-admitted 
companies as well. 
 
3. CFFEX 

 
Financial futures contracts listed and traded on CFFEX are also newly added as permissible investments for QFIs 
under the New QFI Rules. On 30 October 2020, CFFEX published a notice on its website pursuant to the New QFI 
Rules and with approval of the China Securities Regulatory Commission, stating the following:  
 
1. QFIs may participate in equity index futures trading on CFFEX;  

 

2. QFIs shall comply with the applicable laws, administrative regulations, ministry-level rules of the State as well 
as the business rules and notices of CFFEX. Their participation in equity index futures trading shall be in 
accordance with CFFEX’s requirements on hedging management; 

 

3. CFFEX members entrusted by QFIs shall perform their duties faithfully and diligently and enhance the 
compliance management of QFIs’ trading activities.  
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These implementation rules are aiming to regulate the trading activities of QFIs on the equities and futures trading 
exchanges, and are in line with China’s efforts to further open up its capital market and to improve the inbound 
investment regime. 
 
 

Hong Kong SFC licensing and compliance hints  
Michelle Ma  
 
New SFC online portal  

 
Did you register to attend one of the SFC’s workshops on 26 or 30 November to learn about the new SFC online portal? 
The SFC is launching a revamped version of its online portal, WINGS 2.0, next year and invitations to these introductory 
workshops were sent out on 3 November.  
 
The upgraded version of WINGS will have far more user-friendly features for different types of users, including a long-
awaited e-signing function, more efficient and direct interactive tools, smarter e-forms and more flexible payment 
methods.  
 
Registration for the workshops has now closed but don’t worry if you missed out because during the initial phase, which 
starts in December you will be able to activate your account and get acquainted with this new innovative tool. 
 
Check your new hire’s visa status  

 
Don't forget to check a new hire’s Hong Kong visa status before applying for their SFC licence. This is especially 
important when transferring accreditation from a former employer because the SFC form in that case does not 
specifically require the applicant to confirm their visa status. There are different types of visa category which allow an 
individual to work in Hong Kong; some require the employer to make filings to the Immigration Department, while some 
do not, but any delay in processing a visa application will delay the approval of the licensing application.  
 
Not everyone can take licensing exams in Mainland China 

 
To be able to take the HKSI licensing examinations in Mainland China, a person needs to (i) hold a valid PRC ID card, 
and (ii) already be registered with Securities Association of China or have already obtained a futures / fund industry 
professional qualification in Mainland China. This means that non-PRC citizens who reside in Mainland China and 
cannot return to Hong Kong due to Covid-19, cannot take the licensing exams in Mainland China instead. The SFC 
has not updated its FAQs on licensing related matters in light of the COVID-19 pandemic, so extensions need to be 
sought separately and are being assessed by the SFC on a case by case basis. 
 
Be aware of scam emails claiming to be from the FCA  

 
Readers need to be aware of a new scam involving emails which look like they are from the UK Financial Conduct 
Authority. Never click on links or open attachments in a suspicious looking email even if it seems to be from a regulator. 
Always verify the validity of any such emails by checking with the Compliance Officer and the relevant regulator if need 
be. 
 
 

12th Annual Investment Products and Regulatory Forum  
 
During November 2020, Deacons hosted its 12th Annual Investment Products and Regulatory Forum. This year the 
Forum was presented by way of a series of webinars. The webinars provided insights into a range of topics, including 
regulatory challenges and new trends for investment products; the emergence of Hong Kong as a leading hub in the 
asset management world; trends in regulatory inspections and enforcements; the Greater Bay Area plan and the wealth 
management connect initiative.  
 
We are pleased to have welcomed over 1130 attendees to the webinar sessions. Thank you to all speakers and 
delegates for making the series a great success.  
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If you are interested in watching a recording of any of the webinars, please email events@deacons.com. 
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Companies (Corporate Rescue) Bill 
 
Regulation of money lenders 
 
Financial Stability Board Provides Global Stablecoin Regulatory Recommendations and Timeline in Final Report 
 
Hong Kong regulator gives in-principle approval to license crypto exchange firm 
 
Hong Kong Government looks to regulate virtual asset service providers and precious assets dealers under Anti-
Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorist Financing Ordinance 
 
Hong Kong Court decides that reliance on enrichment is not a necessary ingredient of the change of position defence 
to a claim for unjust enrichment 
 
Risks taken by shareholders in the shadows - Application of the Duomatic Principle to beneficial owners 
 
Case Settlement Conferences in civil cases in the District Court – With effect from 2 January 2021 
 
Grey Divorce – hidden battles for protection and succession of family assets 
 
Competition Tribunal made its first director disqualification order against an individual: Time to review compliance 
 
Court refuses injunction to restrain winding up petition based on unpaid interim payments 
 
Court considers whether subcontractor gave proper notice for a “likes right” claim 
 
CFA holds that enforcing court can make an order going beyond the arbitral award 
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China’s tax authorities to collect social insurance: Managing labour cost and compliance 
 
UK Finance Guide for Business Customers on LIBOR Discontinuation 
 
HKMA Survey on Reform of Interest Rate Benchmarks 
 
LMA rate switch provisions and commentary 
 
Hong Kong plots HONIA-linked floater debut 
 
ISDA publishes IBOR Fallbacks Supplement and Protocol 
 
Paperless court proceedings on the horizon 
 
Proposed amendment of working hour system in Shenzhen 
 
Amendments relating to the guarantee arrangement by the Civil Code 
 
Key Amendments to Chapter 37 of the Listing Rules (Debt Issues to Professional Investors only) 
 
Shenzhen will implement a pilot comprehensive reform plan 
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